Continuous Inkjet

9750: The true value
of innovation
Innovation. Sustainability. Digitalization.

Printer Intelligence | Packaging Intelligence | Brand Intelligence

Industry 4.0 ready
Supports several industrial
interfaces* enhancing data
driven management

The innovation you need.
The experience you trust.

Standard MI continuous
inkjet accessories
Encoder, sensors,
beacon towers, etc.

In today’s changing world, printing digital

Remote service compatible
Including direct access to Miva
(intelligent self-support solution),
remote video support and
connected device predictive
analytics and alerts**

codes accurately and efficiently is just the
beginning. Your technology must evolve to
meet customers’ changing demands—while still

The 9750’s Intelli’Design principle incorporates the best
of past, present and future-proof improvements so you
can adapt easily to changing marketplace needs. We
engineer innovations based on your production lines
and processes for long-term flexibility and value.

Full-featured Packaging
Intelligence Suite ™
Capacity for accurate, smart and
optimized message design and data
management across the factory

Extensive connectivity
Capacity for seamless production
line integration

providing reliable efficiency, an optimized total
cost of ownership (TCO) and sustainability.

Large 10" capacitive
touchscreen
Responsive, icon-based UI

Markem-Imaje delivers both flexibility and
stability with its next-generation model,
the 9750. Backed by MI’s four-plus decades
of building dependable inkjet printers,

Robust IP56 full stainless
steel cabinet
No retention zones for efficient
washdown; IP66 optional

the breakthrough 9750 ushers in the next
generation of continuous inkjet printers that
apply powerful traceability coding on a large
array of packaging.

Meticulously engineered and qualified by the most modern methods,
the 9750’s latest enhancements bring you:


Technology leaps grounded in time-tested industrial processes for
maximized uptime, reduced maintenance



Cutting-edge design with simplified UI and modular components
for easy operation, maintenance or repair

Intelli’Swap modularity
100% front access for click-in,
click-out maintenance or repair

Smart consumable
management system
Automatic and error
proof operations

Large printing capability
linked to ink offering
Includes high-performance
MEK-free inks
*Details available upon demand
**Please check availability in your country



Clear, customizable, traceable codes that meet customers’ growing
demand for supply chain visibility

The lasting advantages
of innovation

Markem-Imaje reliability
and service support

As leading pioneers of continuous inkjet
technologies, MI manufactures our printers
according to our Intelli'Design principle to maintain
the highest performance levels in demanding
environments. Our engineers and design teams
developed the 9750 to provide optimized TCO
and overall equipment effectiveness (OEE)... while
contributing to your sustainability objectives and
offering the convenience you need to maintain
focus on your core business.

MI ensures peace of mind with our comprehensive
service portfolio. Our global team of technical
experts is here to help you increase production
output, reduce downtime and optimize printer
performance—from startup and training through
upkeep and repairs.
We are committed to providing the best customer
service and support possible, using the method
that is most convenient for you.

Innovation

Sustainability

Digitalization

Advanced R&D backed by proven
industrial processes and methods

More sustainable solutions =
Long-term value and lower TCO

Convenience only a couple
clicks away







I
ntelli’Inks system ensures
optimal coder performance and
flexibility when coding different
package materials
Intelli’Swap technology
streamlines mechanicals down to
swappable modules





Jet Speed Control automatically
adjusts ink and printer variables
to ensure drop placement,
quality and code consistence...
every time


I
ntelli’Swap modularity enables
you swap out only the individual
parts that need to be replaced
and not the entire block
I
ntelli'Design process and a
portfolio of rigorously developed
ink formulations help reduce
consumable consumption and
volatile organic compound (VOC)
emissions by up to 50% while
improving operator safety,
well-being and TCO
onsumable-saving mode
C
additionally reduces consumption
and waste







R
emote services, including
remote diagnostics, allow for a
predictive analysis and therefore
help maximize uptime, achieve
OEE objectives
onsumable and spare part
C
supply through online portal
uick customizable 24-pin
Q
interface allows for easy
integration in a 4.0 connected
environment

Online and remote
expert resources

On-demand consumables,
repairs and spares

Personalized, scalable
rental program

Quickly recover from unexpected
technical and mechanical issues
with live helpdesk support including
remote video capabilities.

Plan ahead with consumable and
maintenance agreements tailored
to meet your business needs.

Design a turnkey coding solution
that perfectly fits your unique needs
with Confidence 360 – our flexible
rental program, giving you cost
predictability.*

Resolve technical issues
yourself anytime with
the help of our intelligent
self-support solution, Miva.

Order and track spare parts and
consumables as you need them
with our online portal.

*Based on local availability

Applications and use cases

The 9750: The true value of innovation

MI is committed to helping you achieve the best quality codes for your specific
application. We provide customized sample print test support that considers your
code, content, line speed and substrate to ensure your product is secured—from the
moment it is coded until it reaches your final consumer.

MI has earned our reputation as one of the
most reliable inkjet printer suppliers by driving
innovations grounded in stringent manufacturing
standards. No matter where you are in your
technological adoption, the 9750 continuous
inkjet secures your investment by giving you
flexibility, performance and security to meet
your customers’ needs now and in the future.
Contact us to try-out the MI 9750 on your
packaging line and see for yourself.

Consumables
Designed to print on all types of substrates from standard to specific applications (food grade, sterilization, UV
cure, egg coding, etc.): alcohol-based, water-based, ketone-free and MEK-free inks available; wide variety of colors

Substrates
Plastics, glass, metal, cardboard and directly onto food

Markets
Food, beverage, cosmetics, toiletries, electrical equipment, electronics, cables, tubes and profiles

About Markem-Imaje
Markem-Imaje, a wholly owned subsidiary of Dover Corporation, connects products and protects brands
through intelligent identification, traceability and consumer engagement solutions. We offer the industry’s
most comprehensive range of marking and coding systems seamlessly integrated with trusted software,
services and consumables. Over 50,000 customers worldwide partner with us to help them unlock the power
of information in codes.
With decades of proven expertise provided through the most extensive global network, we empower our
customers to optimize supply chain efficiencies, achieve sustainability and compliance objectives, keep
products safe and engage their consumers. This is intelligence, beyond the mark.
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